79in [1998mm] Operating Height

40.2in [1022mm]

157in [3999mm] Operating Width

102in [2602mm] Operating Depth

All dimensions based on stackup of sheetmetal, subject to variation of 1/2" (13 mm)
All dimensions based on stackup of sheetmetal, subject to variation of 1/2" (13 mm)
Height Breakdown

All dimensions based on stackup of sheetmetal, subject to variation of 1/2" (13 mm)

Width Breakdown

All dimensions based on stackup of sheetmetal, subject to variation of 1/2" (13 mm)
* Shift the work envelope in X by the tool protrusion length
** Shift the work envelope in Z by the tool protrusion length
Tailstock Option

Sub Spindle Option

BMT65 Basic Tool Clearance

Maximum Turret Swing Ø 35.0in [889mm]

Y Axis Travel Envelope

Same Dimensions Apply To 90° Live Face Tool